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Abstract

We analyze the relaxation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) under an
increasing number of vaccinations in Germany. For the spread of SARS-CoV-2 we
employ a SIR-type model that accounts for age-dependence and includes realistic
contact patterns between age groups. The implementation of NPIs occurs on changed
contact patterns, improved isolation, or reduced infectiousness when, e.g., wearing
masks. We account for spatial heterogeneity and commuting activities in between
regions in Germany, and the testing of commuters is considered as a further NPI. We
include the ongoing vaccination process and analyze the effect of the B.1.617.2 (Delta)
variant, which is considered to be 40%− 60% more infectious then the currently
dominant B.1.1.7 (Alpha) variant. We explore different opening scenarios under the
ongoing vaccination process by assuming that local restrictions are either lifted in early
July or August with or without continued wearing of masks and testing. Our results
indicate that we can counteract the resurgence of SARS-CoV-2 despite the Delta variant
with appropriate timing for the relaxation of NPIs. In all cases, however, school children
are hit the hardest.

Author summary

One of the greatest challenges within the Covid-19 pandemic is to identify the timing
and amount of non-pharmaceutical interventions (face masks, travel bans, school
closures, etc). In the year 2021 more and more people are getting vaccinated. When can
we finally lift all restrictions and stop wearing masks? In order to provide more insights
to this question, we use a mathematical model which is capable of simulating the effects
of non-pharmaceutical interventions in Germany while accounting for age-dependent
factors as well as commuting activities between regions. We include the vaccination
process and analyze the much more infectious Delta coronavirus variant. We simulate
scenarios that consider the timing of the return to pre-pandemic contacts as well as
when to suspend wearing masks and testing. Our results show that a later opening by 1
August in combination with masks and testing reduces the chance of a further infection
wave considerably. From the retrospective view of the revision, we see that the rise in
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infections at the end of summer could have been well predicted by our scenarios that
considered lifting of NPIs in July as it happened in many places. In all of our scenarios,
the infection manifests in the younger age groups.

Introduction 1

After almost two years, the coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) continues to have a 2

tremendous impact on daily life in many countries. Even though the vaccination process 3

had been rapidly progressing in Germany over the summer, herd immunity is still far 4

from being achieved [1]. It still remains questionable whether the vaccination readiness 5

of the population is sufficiently high to reach the herd immunity threshold [2] in the 6

near future. However, maintaining compliance with restrictions within the population 7

becomes more challenging as the duration of the pandemic increases, e.g. the risk 8

perception did not vary systematically with case numbers in April 2021 in Germany [3] 9

suggesting strong habituation effects. With a decreasing incidence in summer, 10

relaxation of measures were inevitable and desirable to minimize economic and social 11

costs. Hence, a cautious relaxation of measures in lockstep with increasing vaccination 12

success is generally considered advisable [2, 4, 5]. 13

The aim of this paper is to simulate different NPI relaxation strategies over the 14

summer and to consider different restrictions with the upcoming winter to analyze their 15

consequences while the number of vaccinations continues to rise. We specifically 16

investigate the effect on the younger age groups. To this end, we employ our previously 17

developed SIR-type model [6]. In this model, we account for the age-dependence of the 18

severe acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and include realistic 19

contact patterns between age groups. The implementation of NPIs occurs on changed 20

contact patterns, improved isolation, or reduced infectiousness when, e.g., wearing 21

masks. In order to account for spatial heterogeneity, we use a graph approach and we 22

include high-quality information on commuting activities combined with traveling 23

information from social networks. We expand our model by new compartments to 24

represent the dynamics of the ongoing vaccination process and even allow for 25

reinfections or infections after full vaccination. Additionally, we implement the effect of 26

the B.1.617.2 (Delta) Coronavirus variant, which is considered to be 40%− 60% more 27

infectious then the previously dominant B.1.1.7 (Alpha) variant; cf. [7–9]. In this paper, 28

we focus on the comparison of different strategies based on our mathematical model 29

that was already validated in [6]. From the retrospective view of the revision, we see 30

that the rise in infections could have been well predicted. 31

Only few studies analyze the effect of NPIs during the ongoing vaccination process 32

while also considering age-stratification as well as spatial heterogeneity. Patel et al. [10] 33

introduce an agent based SEIR-type model for North Carolina which simulates different 34

vaccine coverage and efficacy scenarios with NPIs without spatial heterogeneity. Moore 35

et al. use an approach similar to ours for the UK [2,11]. The focus of these studies is on 36

the vaccine efficacy and coverage without distinguishing between different types of NPIs. 37

Bauer et al. [4] and Viana et al. [12] examine NPI relaxation strategies without spatial 38

heterogeneity in the EU and Portugal, respectively. All of these studies are tailored to 39

their specific region, and to our knowledge no such study exists for Germany. Here, 40

Maier et al. [13] discuss the benefits of delaying the second dose of the vaccine without 41

specific focus on NPIs, and the comment [5] generally stresses the lift of restrictions in 42

pace with vaccination. The authors of [14] considered different vaccination ratios to 43

avoid further rising of infections in autumn and winter. In this paper we specifically 44

want to look at the effect of the timing of NPI release, as well as the subsequent effect 45

of masks while accounting for the impact of school holidays and more contagious 46

variants like the Delta variant in the different age groups. In the revision, we also added 47
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different scenarios for the upcoming winter period. 48

The paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce the mathematical model. 49

Then, we define scenarios with different relaxation strategies and NPIs. Finally, we 50

present the simulation results and discuss their implications for decisions on NPI 51

relaxations or restrictions. 52

Materials and Methods 53

The methods used in this paper are based on mathematical models. The model is based 54

on our previously developed hybrid graph-SIR-type or metapopulation model in [6, 15], 55

extended by partial and full vaccination as well as infection after immunization 56

following infection or vaccination. In order to sufficiently represent reality with our 57

compartmental model, we use two key ingredients: Age stratification and spatial 58

resolution. Both will be explained in the following paragraphs. 59

Our original model consists of the following compartments: Susceptible (S), healthy 60

individuals without immune memory of SARS-CoV-2; Exposed (E), who carry the virus 61

but are not yet infectious to others; Carrier (C), who carry the virus and are infectious 62

to others but do not yet show symptoms (they may be pre- or asymptomatic); Infected 63

(I), who carry the virus, are infectious and show symptoms; Hospitalized (H), who 64

experience a severe development of the disease; In Intensive Care Unit (U); Dead (D); 65

and Recovered (R), who could not be infected again in our original model. 66

In order to model commuter testing, we use the compartments C+ and I+ from [15] 67

for carriers or infected individuals as well as their (partially) vaccinated counterparts 68

C+
PV , I+PV , C+

V and I+V In what follows, we will provide details on both the vaccination 69

model as well as on the details of commuter testing. 70

SIR-type model with vaccination 71

We expand the model by the compartments of Partially Vaccinated Susceptible (SPV ), 72

individuals that have received the first dose of the vaccine; Partially Vaccinated Exposed 73

(EPV ), who carry the virus despite being partially vaccinated but are not yet infectious 74

to others as well as Partially Vaccinated Carrier (CPV ); Partially Vaccinated Infected 75

(IPV ); Partially Vaccinated Hospitalized (HPV ); Partially Vaccinated In Intensive Care 76

Unit (UPV ). Furthermore, we introduce these compartments for fully vaccinated 77

individuals as SV , EV , CV , IV , and HV . Additionally, the compartment that we 78

previously defined as “Recovered” will now be denoted as “Immune” to also represent 79

vaccinated individuals. 80

To account for the vaccination, we make a number of simplifying modeling 81

assumptions. We equate fully vaccinated individuals one week after the second dose to 82

those who gained immunity by recovering from Covid-19. In the literature different 83

vaccines show different effectiveness after about one week of administering the second 84

dose [16,17], and we also refer to [18] showing an antibody peak about 6-8 days after 85

the second dose. 86

We here provide a model where partially vaccinated as well as recovered or fully 87

vaccinated people can get infected, be infectious to others or experience a severe course 88

of infection [16,17]. We assume the partial vaccination to take effect after two weeks 89

after the first dose. 90

We will explain the modeling of vaccine efficacy and provide references for the 91

chosen parameter ranges in eq. (30)and thereafter. 92

Age-stratification and full local model 93
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Fig 1. Local SIR-type model with vaccinations. We omit the age-dependence index i as well as the compartments C+

and I+ which do not have inflow from other compartments. The blue and green boxes represent compartments that have
been newly added for the vaccination model.

The model is visualized without age groups in Fig. 1. To resolve age-specific disease 94

parameters, we divide the totality of people N into i = 1, . . . , n = 6 different age groups 95

as defined in Table 2. Thus, all of our compartments have an age-dependence that we 96

indicate by the subscript i. We define Zi :=
⋃n
i=1{Si, Ei, Ci, . . .} as the set of all 97

compartments of age group i and ND⊥

j :=
∑
z∈Zi\Di

z as the sum of all living 98

individuals. 99

We use the variables T ∗
2

∗1 for the time spent in state ∗1 ∈ Zi before transition to 100

state ∗2 ∈ Zi and µ∗
2

∗1 for the probability of a patient to go to state ∗2 from state ∗1. 101

We write the whole systems of equations as

dSi
dt

= −Siρi
n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

, (1)

dEi
dt

= Siρi

n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

− 1

TCi

Ei

Ei,

(2)

dCi
dt

=
1

TCi

Ei

Ei −

(
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

+
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

)
Ci, (3)
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dC+
i

dt
= −

(
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

+
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

)
C+
i , (4)

dIi
dt

=
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

Ci −

(
1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

+
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

)
Ii, (5)

dI+i
dt

=
1− µRi

Ci

T IiCi

C+
i −

(
1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

+
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

)
I+i , (6)

dHi

dt
=
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

Ii +
µHi

Ii

THi

Ii

I+i −

(
1− µUi

Hi

TRi

Hi

+
µUi

Hi

TUi

Hi

)
Hi, (7)

dUi
dt

=
µUi

Hi

TUi

Hi

Hi −

(
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

+
µDi

Ui

TDi

Ui

)
Ui, (8)

dSPV ,i
dt

= −SPV ,iρPV ,i
n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

,

(9)

dEPV ,i
dt

= SPV ,iρPV ,i

n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

− 1

TCi

Ei

EPV ,i,

(10)

dCPV ,i
dt

=
1

TCi

Ei

EPV ,i −

(
1− µRi

CPV ,i

T IiCi

+
µRi

CPV ,i

κTRi

Ci

)
CPV ,i, (11)

dC+
PV ,i

dt
= −

(
1− µRi

CPV ,i

T IiCi

+
µRi

CPV ,i

κTRi

Ci

)
C+
PV ,i, (12)

dIPV ,i
dt

=
1− µRi

CPV ,i

T IiCi

CPV ,i −

(
1− µHPV ,i

IPV ,i

κTRi

Ii

+
µHPV ,i
IPV ,i

THi

Ii

)
IPV ,i, (13)

dI+PV ,i
dt

=
1− µRi

CPV ,i

T IiCi

C+
PV ,i −

(
1− µHPV ,i

IPV ,i

κTRi

Ii

+
µHPV ,i
IPV ,i

THi

Ii

)
I+PV ,i, (14)

dHPV ,i

dt
=
µHPV ,i
IPV ,i

THi

Ii

IPV ,i +
µHPV ,i
IPV ,i

THi

Ii

I+PV ,i −

(
1− µUPV ,i

HPV ,i

TRi

Hi

+
µUPV ,i
HPV ,i

TUi

Hi

)
HPV ,i, (15)

dUPV ,i
dt

=
µUPV ,i
HPV ,i

TUi

Hi

HPV ,i −

(
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

+
µDi

UPV ,i

TDi

UPV ,i

)
UPV ,i, (16)

dSV,i
dt

= −SV,iρi
n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

, (17)

dEV,i
dt

= SV,iρi

n∑
j=1

φi,j
ξC,j(Cj + CPV ,j + CV,j) + ξI,j(Ij + IPV ,j + IV,j)

ND⊥
j

− 1

TCi

Ei

EV,i,

(18)

dCV,i
dt

=
1

TCi

Ei

EV,i

(
1− µRi

CV ,i

T IiCi

+
µRi

CV ,i

κTRi

Ci

)
CV,i, (19)

dC+
V,i

dt
= −

(
1− µRi

CV ,i

T IiCi

+
µRi

CV ,i

κTRi

Ci

)
C+
V,i, (20)
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dIV,i
dt

=
1− µRi

CV ,i

T IiCi

CV,i −

(
1− µHV ,i

IV ,i

κTRi

Ii

+
µHV ,i
IV ,i

THi

Ii

)
IV,i, (21)

dI+V,i
dt

=
1− µRi

CV ,i

T IiCi

C+
V,i −

(
1− µHV ,i

IV ,i

κTRi

Ii

+
µHV ,i
IV ,i

THi

Ii

)
I+V,i, (22)

dHV,i

dt
=
µHV ,i
IV ,i

THi

Ii

IV,i +
µHV ,i
IV ,i

THi

Ii

I+V,i −

(
1− µUV ,i

HV ,i

TRi

Hi

+
µUV ,i
HV ,i

TUi

Hi

)
HV,i, (23)

dUV,i
dt

=
µUV ,i
HV ,i

TUi

Hi

HV,i −

(
1− µDi

UV ,i

TRi

Ui

+
µDi

UV ,i

TDi

Ui

)
UV,i, (24)

dRi
dt

=
µRi

Ci

TRi

Ci

(Ci + C+
i ) +

1− µHi

Ii

TRi

Ii

(Ii + I+i ) +
1− µUi

Hi

TRi

Hi

Hi +
1− µDi

Ui

TRi

Ui

Ui,

+
µRi

CPV ,i

κTRi

Ci

(CPV ,i + C+
PV ,i) +

1− µHPV ,i
IPV ,i

κTRi

Ii

(IPV ,i + I+PV ,i)

+
1− µUPV ,i

HPV ,i

TRi

Hi

HPV ,i +
1− µDi

UPV ,i

TRi

Ui

UPV ,i

+
µRi

CV ,i

κTRi

Ci

(CV,i + C+
V,i) +

1− µHV ,i
IV ,i

κTRi

Ii

(IV,i + I+V,i)

+
1− µUV ,i

HV ,i

TRi

Hi

HV,i +
1− µDi

UV ,i

TRi

Ui

UV,i, (25)

dDi

dt
=
µDi

Ui

TDi

Ui

Ui +
µDi

UPV ,i

TDi

Ui

UPV ,i +
µDi

UV ,i

TDi

Ui

UV,i. (26)

Our parameter estimates are essentially based on the parameter ranges and age 102

groups as gathered and described elaborately in [6, Table 1 & 2]. Here, the transmission 103

risk ρi has changed due to the Alpha and Delta variant. To make this paper 104

self-contained, we provide all parameter values and ranges in Table 2. 105

The transmission risk ρi = ρi(t) depends on the base transmission risk ρ
(0)
i given in

Table 2 and the seasonality sk(t) in eq. (28), and we define

ρi(t) = sk(t)ρ
(0)
i , i ∈ {1, . . . , 6}. (27)

In [6], we had to assume a larger transmission risk for age group 80+ than initially 106

assumed to model difficult transmission dynamics in nursing homes. Given vaccination 107

progress, we could now reassume the initially assumed transmission risk, corrected for 108

Alpha as ρ
(0)
6 ∈ [0.14, 0.21]. Note that we include the share of the Delta variant later on 109

by increasing the transmission risk over time in eq. (36). 110

We keep the seasonality factor as established in [6], namely

sk(t) := 1 + k sin

(
π

(
t

182.5
+

1

2

))
, (28)

which adjusts the base transmission risk in eq. (27), where t is the day of the year and 111

k ∈ [0.1, 0.3]. The chosen parameter k will yield scenarios with modest seasonal 112

influences, i.e. a relative reduction of 18.2%− 46.2% in transmissibility between winter 113

an summer. With seasonality, we account for increased outdoor contacts during the 114

summer, as opposed to more indoor contacts during the winter and other 115

epidemiological factors regarding seasonality. A recent study [19] estimates a slightly 116
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higher effect with a CI of 25%− 53%. However, note that per-country comparisons of 117

transmissibility between seasons as seen by statistical models in [19] may disregard 118

behavioral and other changes over the course of the pandemic. Another recent study [4] 119

for Germany uses similar values as we do here. 120

Age-stratified contact patterns and NPI implementation 121

For the sake of completeness, we briefly rephrase how age-resolved and time-dependent
contact patterns are obtained. A baseline contact pattern for the prepandemic phase is
obtained from [20,21]. As in [15], we set the minimum contact pattern introduced in [6]
to zero. For details, see [6, 15, Sec. 3.2]. The contact pattern between age group i and j
is then denoted by φi,j and appears in (1), (2), (9), (10), (17), and (18). The contact
frequency matrix Φ = (φi,j)i,j=1,...,n represents all (mean) daily contacts of a person of
age groups i with people from age groups j. These contact patterns are time-dependent
and change according to the interventions (NPIs) in place. Let us denote the baseline
number of contacts in the four locations of contact, home, school, work, and other, by
φB,∗,i,j , ∗ ∈ {H,S,W,O}. The resulting number of contacts according to the NPIs then
reads

φi,j =
∑

∗∈{H,S,W,O}

φB,∗,i,j

2∏
l=1

(1− r(l)∗,i,j). (29)

Here, r
(l)
∗ ∈ [0, 1] is the reduction factor in effective contacts as induced from NPIs. The 122

superindex l is the intervention level. With l = 1 we describe interventions that yield 123

direct contact reduction such as gathering bans. With l = 2 we include protective 124

effects from, e.g., face masks and distancing. In our simulations, wearing masks equates 125

to an averaged 25− 35 % reduction in contacts in the categories school, work and other. 126

There is a number of studies indicating that the reduction in infection spread by mask 127

wearing is likely in this range. First, a randomized control trial in Denmark [22] comes 128

to the conclusion that wearing masks reduces the infection risk for the wearer by 18 %. 129

By design, this study only measured protection for the wearer and the protective effect 130

for transmission to others can be assumed to be at least as high. Comparative studies 131

for different regions of Germany observed reduced infections between 15 % and 75 % 132

over a period of 20 days after mandatory introduction of masks [23]. A recent 133

systematic review [24] reports a pooled reduction in Covid-19 incidence by 53 % for face 134

masks, with substantial heterogeneity across the studies, however. Another recent 135

review [25] reports values from 15-40 % in the discussed studies. 136

Besides static interventions that are in place at the beginning of the simulation, we 137

define two sets of locally employed NPIs that lead to a reduction in contacts at home, 138

school, work and other activities. These NPIs are implemented dynamically on a 139

regional level. These sets of different strictnesses take effect when the number of 140

currently infected individuals for a region exceed 35 and 100 per 100 000 individuals, 141

respectively. This corresponds to an average contact reduction of 41 % (range 34-47 %) 142

for threshold 35 and of 69 % (range 63-75%) for threshold 100. For more details, also 143

see the tables in the appendix. In addition, we consider the school holidays for each 144

state, which are implemented similar to a school lockdown during this time. This means 145

that all pupils as well as school staff will have reduced contact rates during this time. 146

Probabilities for partially vaccinated and immunized populations 147

The probabilities of partially and fully vaccinated persons to get exposed,
asymptomatic, symptomatic, or, e.g., hospitalized are expressed as functions of these
probabilities for unvaccinated persons and corresponding reduction factors p. In order

to derive the conditional probabilities µ∗
2
Y

∗1Y
for Y ∈ {PV, V } and partially and fully
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vaccinated individuals, we first define the probabilities

P (EY )= pEY
P (E)

P (IY ) = pIY P (I)

P (HY ) = pHY
P (H)

P (UY ) = pUY
P (U)

P (DY ) = pDY
P (D)

(30)

to get exposed, infected, hospitalized, critically infected, or to die after having already 148

received the first or second vaccine dose. Here, P (x), x ∈ E, I,H,U,D, is the probability 149

for an unvaccinated and susceptible individual to end up in the respective compartment. 150

Further, px, x ∈ EPV , IPV , HPV , UPV , DPV , is a reduction factor for partially 151

vaccinated persons to undergo a particular state and P (x) is the resulting probability. 152

For example, a parameter pIPV
= 0.8 meant that a healthy individual who has received 153

his or her first dose of vaccination is 20% less likely to get infected than an individual 154

who has not received any vaccination yet. 155

Using conditional probabilities and elementary statistics, we obtain for both
Y ∈ {PV, V }

µIYCY
= P (IY |CY )

(∗)
= P (IY |EY ) =

P (IY ∩ EY )

P (EY )
=

P (IY )

P (EY )

(30)
=

pIY P (I)

pEY
P (E)

=
pIY
pEY

P (I|E)
(∗)
=

pIY
pEY

P (I|C)
(∗∗)
=

pIY
pEY

(1− µRC)

µRY

CY
= 1− µIYCY

µHY

IY
= P (HY |IY ) =

P (HY ∩ IY )

P (IY )
=
P (HY )

P (IY )
=
pHP (H)

pIY P (I)
=
pHY

pIY
P (H|I) =

pHY

pIY
µHI

µUY

HY
= P (UY |HY ) =

P (UY ∩HY )

P (HY )
=
P (UY )

P (HY )
=
pUY

P (U)

pHP (H)
=

pU
pHY

P (U |H) =
pUY

pHY

µUH

Here, we used in (∗) that the probability to undergo state CY or C, respectively, given 156

EY or E is 1. In (∗∗), we used that only recovery, R, or symptom onset, I, are possible 157

states from state C, which comprises pre- and asymptomatic cases. 158

The particular parameter ranges we use for the protection effects of partial and fully 159

vaccination are based on three recent articles [26–28] and the systematic review [29]. 160

The authors of [26] report a median effectiveness against symptomatic infection after 161

one dose of vaccination between 31 and 48 % for Alpha and Delta variant, respectively. 162

We consequently vary pIPV
∈ [0.3, 0.4]. We assume a slightly reduced effectiveness for 163

any infection of pEPV
∈ [0.15, 0.25]. From [28] and different values of effectiveness for 164

AstraZeneca and Biontech vaccines, we take a weighted average and let 165

pHPV
∈ [0.85, 0.95]. The recently published systematic review and meta analysis [29] 166

reported pooled median effectiveness of fully vaccination of 66.9 % against any infection, 167

75.5 % against symptomatic infection and of 90.9 % against hospitalization. We thus 168

take pEV
∈ [0.619, 0.719], pIV ∈ [0.707, 0.807], and pHV

∈ [0.859, 0.959]. As the 169

systematic review [29] reported that ”No study reported admission to intensive care 170

unit, intubation or death”, we assume pHPV
= pUPV

= pDPV
and pHV

= pUV
= pDV

. 171

In our model, people only die after admission to ICU. The case fatality rate (CFR) 172

is therefore calculated by the chain of reduced probabilities of being hospitalized, then 173

going to the ICU, and finally dying. Since certain parameters, such as the time span for 174

critical courses of the disease, are by simplification assumed to be constant for 175

unvaccinated and vaccinated individuals, we reuse certain parameters of 176
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equations (1)-(8) in equations (9)-(26) without introducing new variable names; see also 177

Fig. 1. 178

Quantification of the infectiousness of vaccinated individuals is still actively 179

studied [30–34]. While [30,31] found evidence that viral load is similar in vaccinated 180

and unvaccinated individuals, [32, 35] found substantially reduced viral loads in 181

individuals that were vaccinated recently (about 2 weeks to 1-2 months ago). However, 182

this effect was observed to decline with time distance to the vaccination event. On the 183

other hand, [31,33,34] also found a faster decline of viral loads for vaccinated 184

individuals, indicating a shortened time of high transmission potential. Summing up 185

these findings, we consider a reduced time span for mild courses of the disease and 186

(partially) vaccinated individuals. We thus reduce the time span for carrier or infected 187

to directly recover after the transmission. In order to do so, we introduce the parameter 188

κ = 0.5. To show the influence of this parameter, we will also present results for κ = 1 189

which meant no change in infectiousness period. If not stated otherwise, in the results, 190

we will use κ = 0.5. 191

Spatially resolved model 192

During the whole pandemic, infection dynamics were often highly heterogeneous even in 193

single countries or federal states. As of, e.g., June 06, 2021, we saw a large number of 194

German counties with incidences (weekly infections per 100 000 individuals) below and 195

around 10 while about 5 % of the counties showed infection dynamics with incidences of 196

about 50 or higher; cf. [36]. As of November 04, 2021, incidences ranged from around 40 197

to around 700. In order to properly account for this fact, spatially resolved models have 198

to be used. 199

To obtain a spatially resolved model, we define a graph where each node represents a 200

single county in Germany and the edges represent the traveling and commuting activity 201

from one county to another. Then, each single county will be attributed a full local 202

model as described in equations (1)-(26). Commuter exchange and travel activities will 203

be performed on a daily basis. According to the mobility from [37] and from geo-tagged 204

tweets, we let a share of the population commute or travel to other counties. Severely or 205

critically infected patients (state H or U) are excluded from mobility. The approach 206

was originally described in [6]. 207

Commuter testing. We also briefly rephrase commuter testing as introduced 208

in [15]. After having defined the share of the population to travel, we use a given 209

probability to detect pre- or asymptomatic and symptomatic individuals. Using a 210

generic mix of self-tests,individual and pool PCR-tests, we assume that 75 % of the 211

infected individuals are detected given a test of that day. The probability to detect 212

infected individuals is then reduced according to the frequency of tests. For the scenario 213

of one test per week, the probability to detect an infected commuter reduces to 15 % 214

per day. This share of detected individuals is then prevented from traveling and isolated 215

in their home county. In practice, this is realized by reducing the C∗ and I∗ 216

compartment and increasing the C+
∗ and I+∗ compartment. For a visualization and 217

more details, we refer to [15], in particular Fig. 2. The compartment C+ does not have 218

any natural influx and only depends on the number of commuters and testing rates 219

defined between counties on a daily basis. I+ has only influx from C+ and can also 220

increase due to testing results. 221

Numerical solution procedure of the local model 222

The system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (1)-(26) is solved using the 223

adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg45 (RKF45) method [38]. We use Monte Carlo runs 224
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Table 1. Parameter list for the local SIR-type model. Parameter list for the local
SIR-type model as presented in Fig. 1. For details on parameter estimations of the base
model, see [6].

range in age group

param. 0-4 5-14 15-34 35-59 60-79 80+

ρ
(0)
i [0.028, 0.056] [0.070, 0.098] [0.11, 0.14] [0.14, 0.21]

k [0.1, 0.3]

σδ see (35)

νδ 1.4 or 1.6

ξC,i sigmoidal curve from 0.5 to 1 on incidence 10 to 20

ξI,i sigmoidal curve from [0.0, 0.2] to [0.4, 0.5] on incidence 10 to 150

TCE [2.67, 4.00]

µRC [0.20,0.30] [0.15,0.25]

TRC T IC + 0.5TRI

T IC sampled with TCE : TCE + T IC = 5.2

µHI [0.006,0.009] [0.015,0.023] [0.049,0.074] [0.15,0.18] [0.20,0.25]

THI [9,12] [5,7]

TRI [5.6,8.4]

µUH [0.05,0.10] [0.10,0.20] [0.25,0.35] [0.35,0.45]

TUH [3,7]

TRH [4,6] [5,7] [7,9] [9,11] [13,17]

µDU [0.00,0.10] [0.10,0.18] [0.3,0.5] [0.5,0.7]

TRU [5,9] [14,21] [10,15]

TDU [4,8] [15,18] [10,12]

κ 0.5 or 1

pEPV [0.15, 0.25]

pIPV [0.3, 0.4]

pHPV [0.85, 0.95]

pUPV as pHPV

pDPV as pHPV

pEV [0.619, 0.719]

pIV [0.707, 0.807]

pHV [0.859, 0.959]

pUV as pHV

pDV as pHV

TVPV 49

with 500 simulations of sampled parameters from uniform distributions based on the 225

ranges from Table 2. 226

Vaccination process 227
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Table 2. New parameters for the local SIR-type model. Description of new or
modified (in comparison to [6]) parameters.

parameter description

ρ
(0)
i base transmission risk of the Alpha variant; already used in [15];

adaptation for the Delta variant happens in (36)

σδ share of the Delta variant from June 06, 2021, on; cf. (35)

νδ relative transmission risk of Delta compared to Alpha variant

ξC,i nondetection and nonisolation of carrier; already used in [15]

ξI,i nondetection and nonisolation of infected; already used in [15]

κ reduction factor for time spans of mild infections of vaccinated individuals

pEPV effectiveness of partial vaccination against asymptomatic infection

pIPV effectiveness of partial vaccination against symptomatic infection

pHPV effectiveness of partial vaccination against hospitalization

pUPV effectiveness of partial vaccination against ICU treatment

pDPV effectiveness of partial vaccination against death

pEV effectiveness of full vaccination against asymptomatic infection

pIV effectiveness of full vaccination against symptomatic infection

pHV effectiveness of full vaccination against hospitalization

pUV effectiveness of full vaccination against ICU treatment

pDV effectiveness of full vaccination against death

TVPV averaged time between first and second vaccination dose

As of November 04, 2021, full vaccination ratios in different federal states of Germany 228

range from 57 % to 78 % [39]. The local vaccination rates used by us are based upon 229

the officially reported numbers in [40]. The highly heterogeneous infection dynamics 230

and also the largely varying vaccination ratios across different regions strongly advocate 231

regionally resolved models. However, the data reported in [40] is not directly 232

attributable to the German counties since vaccinations were reported with the county of 233

vaccination and not by home location of the vaccinated; see [41]. While it can be 234

expected that a large number of doses were administered to persons in their home 235

county, a non-negligible number of doses were administered at work places or, e.g., in 236

neighboring counties. 237

In order to obtain vaccination input data as close as possible to the non-observed 238

truth, we conduct a dynamic approximation approach based upon the vaccination time 239

series in [40]. Dynamic approximation may lead to better predictions on infection 240

dynamics than just taking mean values which would eventually average out important 241

location-specific dynamics; see Fig. 2. 242

Our approximation is done as follows. For each age group a ∈ {12− 17, 18− 59, 60+} 243

and county c, we sum the number of reported vaccinations and divide it by the local 244

population size. Doing so, we obtain a first but sometimes inexact estimate on the 245

county and age-specific full vaccination ratio vrrepa,c . As a reference, we compute the 246

average vaccination ratio per age group and federal state f denoted by vra,f . For each 247

county c in federal state f , we then require the approximated vaccination ratios 248

vrappa,c ≤ vrmaxa,f := min(0.95, vra,f + 0.05). This will define dynamic thresholds for the 249

vaccinations ratios, allowing for local heterogeneity adjusted to the federal state. 250

We assume that if vaccination happened in another county than the home county, 251
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the probability is high that this happened in either a neighboring county, a county that 252

is strongly connected by mobility, or in the county of the workplace. In order to correct 253

the reporting at vaccination location, we use the commuter data as provided by official 254

sources in [37], already used in [15]. Let us denote the number of incommuters from 255

county c1 to county c2 by mc1,c2 . 256

We then distribute all vaccinations vrrepa,c − vrmaxa,f > 0 to counties connected strongly 257

to c and where the vaccination ratio is the smallest compared to the average of its 258

federal state vrmaxa,f . Let us assume that {c1, . . . , cn} are the counties connected to c. For 259

each county ci, we denote its federal state by fi (where fi can be equal to fj for i 6= j). 260

Then, in a first iteration step we approximate the vaccinations reattributed from c to
ci by

wi∑
wi

(
vrrepa,c − vrmaxa,f

)
:=

max(0, vrmaxa,fi
− vrrepa,ci)mci,c∑n

i=1 max(0, vrmaxa,fi
− vrrepa,ci)mci,c

(
vrrepa,c − vrmaxa,f

)
. (31)

After this iteration, we compute theoretical vaccination ratios vrapp,0a,ci for all counties
and check that

vrapp,0a,ci ≤ vr
max
a,fi . (32)

If this holds for all i, the vaccinations will be attributed as computed. If this does not 261

hold for a arbitary but fixed county ci, we set vrapp,0a,ci = vrmaxa,fi
and correct the weight of 262

wi in (31) such that (32) holds. Then, for k = 1, 2, . . ., we compute vrapp,ka,ci with 263

iteratively adjusted weights wi such that (32) is satisfied for all i and such that the 264

vaccinations vrrepa,c − vrmaxa,f are entirely reattributed. The full code can be found in the 265

data tool section of [42]. 266

The previous iteration yields weight factors to adjust the full vaccination time series. 267

In order to obtain suitable time series of first doses, we have to cope with two problems. 268

In reality, we have multiple vaccines and different intervals between first and second 269

doses which even changed by political decisions as well as also cross vaccination of 270

vector and mRNA vaccines and single-shot immunisations. 271

In order to not overparametrize the model, we only consider one vaccination path. 272

As an average from about 80 % of administered mRNA and 20 % of administered vector 273

vaccines [43], we take an average interval TVPV between first and second dose of 7 weeks 274

(49 days). 275

Let us note that the previous approximation still remains an heuristic approach. It 276

cannot offer the true values which were not reported with the desired precision. 277

However, our computations are based on the most reliable data sets available and the 278

approximations are carefully chosen to balance between local heterogeneity and common 279

properties of neighboring counties. 280

For near-future scenarios, we compute the age-dependent vaccination rates based on 281

the vaccination rates of the previous weeks. This is a reasonable assumption given the 282

slow but rather constant vaccination speed of the last months [43]. 283

The vaccination process in our model happens on a daily basis and not in the 284

ordinary differential equations. In the previous steps, we have explained how to obtain 285

daily vaccination numbers for the different counties and age groups. Let us consider an 286

arbitrary but fixed age group and county and let D2(t) be the number of full 287

vaccinations on day t. The number of people D1(t) that receive their first vaccine dose 288

on day t is obtained from 289

D1(t) = D2(t− TVPV ). (33)
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Fig 2. Reported (left) and approximated (right) vaccination ratios. Ratios
computed by dividing vaccinations in age group 18-59 up to November 02, 2021 by local
population size of age group 18-59. Using geodata ”Verwaltungsgebiete 1:2 500 000,
Stand 01.01. (VG2500)” from https://gdz.bkg.bund.de © GeoBasis-DE / BKG
2021, license dl-de/by-2-0, see https://www.govdata.de/dl-de/by-2-0.

Similar to the commuting step, we adapt the subpopulations in a daily vaccination
step by

S(t)← S(t)−D1(t),

SPV (t)← SPV (t) +D1(t)−D2(t),

SV (t)← SV (t) +D2(t).

(34)

Note that age group 0− 4 years is excluded from vaccination for now and from age 290

group 5− 14 years only children above 12 years can receive vaccination from about 291

August 2021 on [44]. 292

Alpha and Delta variant 293

To account for the Alpha variant in Germany [45, Report of Apr. 7], we use a 1.4 times
increased value for the transmission risk ρi [46] compared to the wild-type considered
in [6]. The Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 has already reached Germany and made up
approximately 48% - 59% of the different variants by July 4 [47, Situation Report of
July, 7]. Different studies tried to assess the increased infectiousness of the Delta
variant. The authors of [8] found a 55 % increased reproduction number of Delta
compared to Alpha, while [9] agreed on a range of 40-60 % and [7] even observed
58-120 % increased effective reproduction numbers. In our simulations, we will therefore
consider Delta to be 40− 60 % more infectious than the previously dominant Alpha
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variant, while 60 % is potentially closer to the true value. In the retrospective analysis,
it was safe to assume that Delta continued to increase its share exponentially as it did
in the UK [48]. We assume that its share σδ doubles each week, so

σδ = min(1,
2

t
7

100
) (35)

is the share of the Delta variant from June 06, 2021, on. The relative transmission risk 294

of the Delta variant compared to the Alpha variant is denoted νδ. 295

Our model reflects this development by increasing the transmission risk ρi = ρi(t) at 296

each day t. Including the seasonality sk(t) by (27) and (28), we obtain 297

ρi(t) = (1− σδ) sk(t) ρ
(0)
i + σδ sk(t) νδ ρ

(0)
i , (36)

where ρ
(0)
i is the base transmission risk of the Alpha variant for age group i as given in 298

Table 2. 299

Results 300

In the following, we present different simulations of our extended model that includes 301

the possibility of infection after full vaccination. Simulations for 90 days from June 06, 302

2021, onwards were already available in the first version of this paper submitted in July 303

in which we allowed for infections after partial vaccination only. From today’s point of 304

view, these are retrospective scenarios. However, compared to the original results, we 305

only extended the first version model by possible (re)infection after immunization and 306

adapted the vaccination process and vaccine efficacy to the most recent study results. 307

Also, we have corrected the expected vaccination progress by the real progress 308

observed. Unlike many other European countries, the vaccination progress in Germany 309

slowed down considerably shortly after the first version of this paper was submitted. 310

While we had seen 10.1m first vaccinations between June 08, 2021, and July 09, 2021, 311

there were only 3.4m further first vaccinations until August 09, 2021 [43]. 312

For all curves, if we present Infected or ICU information, we aggregate the results 313

for age group i over the compartments Ii, IPV ,i, IV,i and Ui, UPV ,i, UV,i, respectively. 314

The number of individuals in the different compartments at the start of the 315

simulations are extrapolated from the RKI [49] and DIVI [50] database. Please note 316

that RKI and DIVI only report case numbers of positive tested individuals and 317

individuals admitted to ICU. Our extrapolation formulas are rather intuitive by shifting 318

time series and applying the probabilities to undergo states that are not reported in the 319

input sources (e.g. exposed). The full code for extrapolation is freely available in [42]. 320

Our aim is to analyze the effect of different relaxation strategies of NPIs. Therefore, 321

we define the following scenario parameters: 322

1. Timing of the lifting of locally employed NPIs: Regional, dynamic NPIs are no 323

longer decreed either from July 01 or August 01 on. Lifting these means that the 324

contact patterns return to prepandemic contact patterns. 325

2. Testing commuters: We either test individuals coming from counties where local 326

NPIs are in place once a week or we do not test commuters at all. Commuters will 327

be isolated if tested positive. 328

3. Wearing masks: We consider the two cases where masks are continued to be worn 329

after the local NPIs are lifted or not at all. 330
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Fig 3. Left: Number of individuals that have received the first dose of the vaccine at least two weeks ago and who are not
yet fully vaccinated. Center: Number of individuals that have received their second dose of the vaccine at least seven days
ago. Right: Number of pupils that are currently on summer vacation

The factor space of the above items has a dimension of eight. In the following, we 331

focus on four out of these eight scenarios, where we combine masks and testing, since 332

their impact proves not to be significant enough on their own. For each scenario, we do 333

500 Monte Carlo runs. 334

We assume that Delta will make up more then 50% of the different variants within 335

40 days on July 16 and over 80% just 4 days later on July 20. In England, infection 336

numbers began to rise again from day to day when Delta made up 80%. We expect to 337

see a similar effect in our simulations. If all NPIs are lifted too soon, we expect that the 338

new Delta variant will lead to a significant increase in the number of infections despite 339

the ongoing vaccination process and especially in the younger age groups. Even the 340

summer school holidays during the simulation period might not be enough to counteract 341

the much more infectious variant. 342

We will first present each scenario for the Delta variant to be either 40 % or 60 % 343

more infectious than the Alpha variant; see Fig. 4, 5,7, and 7. Here, we will also 344

consider the difference between (partially) vaccinated individuals having shorter periods 345

of infectiousness; see Fig. 5 and 6. Then, we will present age-resolved cumulative 346

numbers of infections for the different scenarios in Fig. 9. Finally, we will present three 347

different scenarios about possible future development of the current wave of infections 348

assuming Delta to be 60 % more infectious than the Alpha variant. 349

As a basis for further analysis, we first consider Fig. 3, where we depict the number 350

of people who have received their first dose of the vaccine, the people who are fully 351

vaccinated to the virus, and the number of pupils on vacation in Germany. The number 352

of only once vaccinated individuals D1(t) in eq. (??) constantly drops from about 20 353

million beginning of June to about 400 thousands beginning of September. On the other 354

hand, we have about 45 million fully vaccinated individuals in the beginning of 355

September. Since all federal states in Germany have individual dates for their summer 356

holidays, we provide the number of pupils on holiday on the right of Fig. 3. From 16 357

June onward more and more pupils will be on holiday with the maximum reached by 358

the end of July. 359

Scenario 1. We start analyzing the scenario with the weakest set of NPIs, namely 360

no commuter testing before and a lifting of the regional NPIs in the beginning of July, 361

without keeping masks after opening (Scenario 1). This basically equates to returning 362

to prepandemic patterns. The number of infected, ICU admissions and deaths during 363

the simulation are depicted in Fig. 4 (top) for an assumed 40 % more infectious Delta 364

variant. We observe that the early opening leads to a rise of infections from about 6-16 365

July onward. This leads to a continuous increase in the number of deaths. ICU 366

admissions first decrease but start to rise as well by the end of July. If we assume that 367
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Fig 4. Results of Scenario 1: No commuter testing, local NPIs decreed until July 01, 2021 only, no masks after opening. The
median of 500 runs is shown in solid blue; the blue dotted lines are the 25 % and 75 % percentiles. The top row shows results
with an assumed 40 % more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60 % in the bottom row.

Delta is 60 % more infectious (Fig. 4, bottom), by the end of the simulation, there are 368

about twice as many infected people as if we assume a 40 % higher infectiousness of 369

Delta. 370

Scenario 2. As Scenario 1, Scenario 2 also dismisses all regional NPIs in July. In 371

contrast to Scenario 1, commuter testing will be done with local NPIs before and masks 372

will continue to be worn after opening. The prior testing and the continuation of mask 373

wearing already lead to a substantial decrease (factor 10) in infection numbers by the 374

end of the simulation; cf. Fig. 5. While this scenario may be closest to reality from a 375

retrospective view, simulated average infection numbers slightly underestimate the real 376

development. However, there are two effects that have not yet been modeled and which 377

can probably explain the slight differences in the curves. As [41] reports for the summer 378

period, a non negligible number of infections had been imported from other countries. 379

Between 17 % (beginning of July) and 24 % (end of August) of the detected cases were 380

traced back to foreign countries. This effect is difficult to model since reliable infection 381

and tourist numbers for all holiday destinations had to be determined. The 382

corresponding intra-Germany infection dynamics should then slightly underestimate the 383

true dynamics. Furthermore, an increased testing of pupils after the end of the holidays 384

may have lead to a temporary break of infection rise. For ICU and death numbers, we 385

find a good prediction for the first weeks of the simulation period, with a slight 386

underestimation of ICU numbers and a slight overestimation for death numbers. 387

However, the qualitative predictions for after three months are quite reasonable. 388

With Fig. 5 and 6, we show the different development of infections numbers if 389

vaccinated individuals were infectious as long as unvaccinated (κ = 1). In the previous 390
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Fig 5. Results of Scenario 2: Commuter testing once a week with local NPIs decreed until July 01, 2021, keeping masks and
distancing after opening. The median of 500 runs is shown in solid blue; the blue dotted lines are the 25 % and 75 %
percentiles. The top row shows results with an assumed 40 % more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60% in the
bottom row.

sections and based on [30–34], we laid out that κ < 1 is a reasonable assumption. In 391

Fig. 6, we see how the same infectious period for vaccinated and unvaccinated would 392

have lead to a steep increase in infections already in summer. 393

Scenario 3. Scenario 3 postpones the relaxation of all regional NPIs to August and, 394

similar to Scenario 1, does not do any commuter testing and lifts wearing of masks after 395

full opening in August. Fig. 7 on the top shows a clear downward trend in case numbers 396

as well as in ICU admissions. The 75% percentile shows a slow rise but only up to the 397

detected cases numbers and ICU admissions. In the median, this also holds for 398

Delta-60% (Fig. 7, bottom) up to mid of August. Then, however, infection numbers 399

show a steep increase. The increase is slow at first and gets steeper by 15 August when 400

the number of pupils on vacation begin to drop. Again, this leads to an increase in the 401

number of ICU admissions. We see that Scenario 3 would have kept the infection 402

numbers much smaller until mid of August, but then, the discontinuation of masks 403

would have lead quickly to degenerated virus dynamics over the month of September. 404

Scenario 4. In Scenario 4, we analyze the most strict set of NPIs. In addition to a 405

late opening in Augustwe test commuters as long as local NPIs are decreed and we even 406

keep the mask mandate until the end of the simulation. As expected, this scenario has 407

the greatest chance of continuously preventing another wave of infections. Fig. 8 on the 408

bottom shows that even in the worst case, predicted by the 75%-percentile with 409

Delta-60 %, the number of infections at the end of the simulation are close to the 410

number of the detected cases. A similar argument can be given for the ICU admissions. 411

Scenarios 1, 2, 3, and 4. In Fig. 9, we clearly see that school children are hit the 412
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Fig 6. Results of Scenario 2 with identical time span for carrier and infected individuals either unvaccinated or partially or
fully vaccinated; κ = 1; cf. Fig. 1: Commuter testing once a week, local NPIs decreed until July 01, 2021, keeping masks and
distancing after opening. The median of 500 runs is shown in solid blue; the blue dotted lines are the 25 % and 75 %
percentiles. The top row shows results with an assumed 40 % more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60% in the
bottom row.

hardest even if schools were closed for holidays for up to six weeks during the 413

simulation. From the comparison of the results for Delta-40 % (left) and Delta-60 % 414

(right), we see the huge difference that is made by a 60 % more transmissible virus 415

compared to 40 %. Comparing Scenario 1 and 2, we see that the continuation of 416

wearing masks and keeping distance has an important effect. The median results of 417

Scenario 3 and 4 seem to be quite close, but 75 % percentiles as well as the steep 418

increase in case numbers from mid of August for the Delta-60 % case (cf. Fig. 7) 419

indicate a new wave of infections after the simulation period. 420

In all scenarios, we overestimate the number of infected individuals of the age group 421

80+. Age-resolved vaccination data are only stratified in age groups 12-17, 18-59 and 422

60+. In the consequence, we cannot assess the vaccination ratios in the distinguished 423

age groups 60-79 and 80+. Also, the studies on the effectiveness of the vaccine are not 424

age-resolved, which would be needed to better fit our model. 425

Comparing the curves for the number of deaths, our simulated median slightly 426

overestimates the extrapolated real data. For Scenario 2, we predict between 1717 and 427

1925 new deaths while the extrapolated real data shows 1455 deaths. However, the 428

source data does not provide the exact date of deaths which we have to extrapolated 429

from the day of assumed infection. Also, deaths may be reported with a substantial 430

time delay. We already discussed this issue in [6]. Comparing the number of reported 431

deaths in the daily situation reports of June 06 and September 03, 2021, we even get 432

3079 reported deaths for the period considered [36,51]. 433
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Fig 7. Results of Scenario 3: No commuter testing, local NPIs decreed until August 01, 2021, no masks after opening. The
median of 500 runs is shown in solid blue; the blue dotted lines are the 25 % and 75 % percentiles. The top row shows results
with an assumed 40 % more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60% in the bottom row.

Scenarios 1F, 2F, and 3F. We now consider three different model scenarios S1F, 434

S2F, and S3F for the future development. We have started our simulations on October 435

15, 2021, and compute results up to January 12, 2021; see Fig. 10. In all scenarios, 436

masks and distancing are applied in school, work, and other (everything except home, 437

school and work) locations but not in homes. For the Scenario 1F, an additional contact 438

reduction between 5 and 15 % is assumed in school, work, and other. For the Scenario 439

2F, contact reduction in schools and other is increased to 35-45 % while home office is 440

kept at an average of 10 %. For the Scenario 3F, only home office is increased from 5-15 441

to 35-45 % (compared to the Scenario 2F). 442

In the first Scenario 1F, we continue to wear masks and keep distance but only 443

reduce contacts by about 10 % in most locations. Here, almost all school children will 444

have been infected by the end of the simulation and a large majority of most other age 445

groups, too. Reducing contacts in schools and other locations by 40 % on average, can 446

already substantially reduce the number of infections (Scenario 2F). 447

Most interesting is the effect of Scenario 3F. Keeping the settings of Scenario 2F, 448

while only increasing the share of home office from 10 % to 40 % on average, reduces 449

the number of infections in the working population by almost a third. We refer to the 450

analysis of [52] from which a home office potential of at least 40 % of the population 451

could be assumed. Although school children are not directly affected by that NPI, we 452

even see a 23 % reduction in case numbers of school children. 453
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Fig 8. Results of Scenario 4: Commuter testing once a week with local NPIs decreed until August 01, 2021, keeping masks
and distancing after opening. The median of 500 runs is shown in solid blue; the blue dotted lines are the 25 % and 75 %
percentiles. The top row shows results with an assumed 40 % more transmissible Delta variant compared to 60 % in the
bottom row.

Discussion 454

With ongoing vaccination in Germany counteracted by the possible spread of new 455

SARS-CoV-2 variants, we are faced with the decision on when regional NPIs can be 456

safely lifted or NPIs like face masks and testing can be relaxed. This question is 457

investigated in our paper, and we provide a qualitative answer by comparing different 458

scenarios under the assumption that the Delta variant will be dominant in a few weeks. 459

In the revision, we extended the model to allow for reinfections and infections after full 460

vaccination. We further included three model scenarios with different contact reduction 461

factors to see the potential impact of the current wave of SARS-CoV-2. 462

Our results show that an opening with the removal of all NPIs including masks 463

would have been too early in July and would have lead to another wave of infections 464

(Scenario 1). Due to the high discrepancy between the confidence intervals in Fig. 4, it 465

is hard to predict the magnitude of this new wave. However, we can safely assume that 466

the number of infections would have grown even faster after the end of the simulation by 467

the end of August as these results are damped by the summer school holidays between 468

July and September. Summer holidays were particularly effective since pupils below 12 469

are not yet vaccinated in Germany and pupils aged 12 and older only started to get 470

vaccination at the end of our simulations. For all scenarios the incidences are highest in 471

the age group 5-14, although this age group benefits the most from the school holidays. 472

With our extended model that allows for infections after recovery or full vaccination, we 473

also see increases in ICU and death numbers, the more infection numbers rise. 474

It should be noted, however, that even with a lower death toll, there may be 475
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Fig 9. Total number of infections in the different age groups over the duration of the simulation. Bar plots: Number of
infections per 100.000 individuals over 90 days and each scenario for Delta 40 % (left) and 60 % (right). The transparent bars
are the 75 % percentiles (for the sake of scaling omitted for Scenario 1) and the solid bars are the median values. Table: The
median values are also presented in the table below the plot.

Fig 10. Comparison of three different model scenarios for future developments assuming Delta to be 60 %
more infectious than the Alpha variant. In all scenarios, masks and distancing are applied in school, work, and other
(everything except home, school and work) locations but not in homes. For the Scenario 1F, an additional contact reduction
between 5 and 15 % is assumed in school, work, and other. For the Scenario 2F, contact reduction in schools and other is
increased to 35-45 % while home office is kept at an average of 10 %. For the Scenario 3F, only home office is increased from
5-15 to 35-45 % (compared to the Scenario 2F). Left: Median simulation results in solid lines for the number of infected
individuals over the period October, 15, 2021 to January 12, 2021. Percentiles p25 and p75 shown in dashed lines. Right:
Total number of infections per age group over the whole simulation period. The median values are also presented in the table
below the plot.
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significant costs to public health by long-term consequences such as post-covid 476

syndrome (PCS) that prevents approximately 11% of non-hospitalized patients from 477

returning to work more than half a year after their infection [53]. Additional measures 478

like wearing masks and testing commuters after the opening in July (Scenario 2) help to 479

reduce the number of cases substantially. 480

Postponing the relaxation of regional NPIs to the first of August also has a great 481

benefit to the reduction of case numbers. By the first of July, only about 20-25 million 482

people were fully vaccinated in our scenarios, whereas there are about 35 million by the 483

first of August as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, the overall transmission of the virus is 484

reduced even further with the late opening, since the two age groups that are over 60 485

years old will be almost completely (80%) vaccinated, as they have a naturally higher 486

risk of getting infected then people from younger age groups [54]. However, if we dismiss 487

wearing masks and testing immediately (Scenario 3) and if we assume that Delta is 60% 488

more infectious, we might still see a rise in the number of infections when Delta is 489

accountable for 80% of the infections on 20 July. The safest scenario in our simulations 490

is the fourth one where we open by the first of August but continue to wear masks and 491

test commuters. However, slower but new infection waves cannot be excluded. 492

Even though the difference in the median of Scenarios 2 through 4 is fairly negligible, 493

there is still a real world risk of another wave of infections based on the increase in case 494

numbers of the higher percentiles. 495

In all of our scenarios we see a clear shift of infections from the older to the younger 496

age groups and especially to the school children. The quantity of this shift depends on 497

Delta’s infectiousness and NPIs but in the worst cases the age group 5-14 is overrun by 498

an infection wave. 499

Our modeling approach aims at providing a data-based comparison of different 500

scenarios for lifting regional NPIs with or without the continuation of wearing masks. 501

With the extended model, we now allow for infections and severe courses after recovery 502

or full vaccination. 503

Given the current situation, we provided three model scenarios for future 504

developments. All of these scenarios are insufficient in breaking the current wave of 505

infections, even though the third one already reduces contacts by 42 % on average. 506

What we can infer from these scenarios is, first, that school children can be protected by 507

a substantial increase of remote working individuals. A current limitation of our 508

predictions is that we do not yet consider the effect of mandatory testing at workplaces. 509

Second, for breaking the current wave of infections, we either need contact reductions 510

which are substantially higher than 42 % or a substantial increase in vaccinations and 511

tests. 512

A limitation of our models and parameters is that we do not have reliable data on 513

the age-resolved vaccine effectiveness and that we do not yet include reduced vaccine 514

effectiveness with distance to the vaccination event nor booster or third vaccinations. 515

Furthermore, we do not model testing of pupils or general individuals. In the scenarios 516

for the summer holidays, the testing of pupils was less relevant. We do neither consider 517

border regions, i.e., the impact of systematically higher incidences in a neighbouring 518

country. However, this effect may be secondary. On the one hand, incidences are now 519

often higher in Germany than in neighboring countries. On the other hand, data from 520

official sources [37] report the number of incommuters from foreign countries to certain 521

border-near regions to be about 10 % of the total number of incommuters. For the 522

summer period in particular, we cannot account for all travelling activities during the 523

holidays. 524

Another limitation of our work is the exact quantification of the strength of distinct 525

NPIs. While the timing at which the NPIs are lifted is fairly straightforward and testing 526

can be achieved by isolating a portion of the infected commuting population, other NPI 527
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related effects e.g. wearing masks or social distancing are achieved by reducing the 528

number of contacts. The effect of wearing masks corresponds to a contact reduction in 529

schools, at work or at other locations which was sampled from a uniform distribution 530

between 25 %− 35 % in our simulation and can therefore be replaced by other NPIs 531

that yield the same amount of contact reduction. 532

We do not aim to predict exact infection numbers, but we provide a comparative 533

evaluation of how the timing of NPI dismissals increase or reduce the likelihood of a 534

further spread SARS-CoV-2 in the light of the Delta variant and vaccination. For the 535

future scenarios, we show the effect of different contact reduction strategies which must 536

be complemented by increased vaccination and testing numbers. In all scenarios, it is 537

the school children who have not yet been vaccinated in whom a fourth wave triggers 538

the highest numbers of infections. 539

Conclusion 540

In this study, we analyzed different strategies for lifting and reintroduction of of 541

nonpharmaceutical interventions that were in place during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, 542

while accounting for the new Delta variant and the ongoing vaccination process. We 543

have shown that at the current rate of vaccination, there is still a great risk of further 544

waves of infections if NPIs are lifted too early. The relation of deaths to infections will 545

be reduced compared to previous waves due to the vaccination process. Nevertheless, 546

with Delta having taken over, it seemed advisable to keep wearing masks and keeping 547

distance for some further time after lifting all other restrictions in summer to ensure the 548

population’s safety. Given the current rise of infections in winter, we even face the 549

reintroduction of new NPIs. Due to the many uncertainties regarding the simulated 550

results, e.g., the true risk of infection of the new Delta variant, the seasonality or even 551

the compliance of the population, it is of paramount importance that we continue to 552

monitor the real-world dynamic of the pandemic, continue the vaccination process as 553

fast as possible and adopt the necessary NPIs accordingly. 554

Before autumn, it appeared appropriate to take preventive hygiene measures in 555

preparation of school openings in order to allow for a sustainable education. We have 556

missed the chance to obtain a sufficient level of vaccinated individuals before autumn. 557

As in summer, we need to protect the health of school children and their right to normal 558

school operation. In all our scenarios rising infection numbers will continue to hit school 559

children the hardest and the seasonality will further drive the infections. 560

From the scenarios computed for the future development of the SARS-CoV-2 spread, 561

we infer that school children can be protected partially by a substantial increase of 562

remote working individuals. However, a simple contact reduction as of 42 % on average 563

will not be sufficient to break the current wave of infections. We either need contact 564

reductions which are even higher than 42 % or a substantial increase in vaccinations 565

and tests. 566
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Appendix 567

Table 3. NPI parameters for the different scenarios and time spans.

Parameters for baseline NPI before opening.
Contact reductions (l = 1) Protection effects (l = 2)

home 0 0
school 0 [0.25,0.35]
work 0 [0.25,0.35]
other 0 [0.25,0.35]

Parameters for dynamic NPIs if threshold 35 is exceeded locally.
Contact reductions (l = 1) Protection effects (l = 2)

home [0.15,0.25] 0
school [0.25,0.35] [0.25,0.35]
work [0.15,0.25] [0.25,0.35]
other [0.25,0.35] [0.25,0.35]

Parameters for dynamic NPIs if threshold 100 is exceeded locally.
Contact reductions (l = 1) Protection effects (l = 2)

home [0.55,0.65] [0.05,0.15]
school [0.45,0.55] [0.25,0.35]
work [0.25,0.35] [0.25,0.35]
other [0.75,0.85] [0.25,0.35]

Parameters for baseline NPI after opening.
Contact reductions (l = 1) Protection effects (l = 2)

home 0 0

school 0
0 (S1, S3)

[0.25,0.35] (S2, S4)

work 0
0 (S1, S3)

[0.25,0.35] (S2, S4)

other 0
0 (S1, S3)

[0.25,0.35] (S2, S4)

Parameters for common NPIs in future scenarios.
Contact reductions (l = 1) Protection effects (l = 2)

home 0 0

school
[0.05,0.15] (S1F)

[0.25,0.35]
[0.35,0.45] (S2F, S3F)

work
[0.05,0.15] (S1F, S2F)

[0.25,0.35]
[0.35,0.45] (S3F)

other
[0.05,0.15] (S1F)

[0.25,0.35]
[0.35,0.45] (S2F, S3F)
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